
ACROSS
1 What Scott Steiner

discusses in his 2008
Sacrifice promo

5 Canned hams

10 ->, if you're facing
north right now

14 Virgil or Propertius,
e.g.

15 Rapper who might still
be alive, who are any
of us to say otherwise

16 Beauty supply store
hosting a makeup
collab between ELF
(TM) and Dunkin'
Donuts (TM)

17 Sandwich that tastes
terrible but makes your
piano sound good?

19 Pikotaro song with
lyrics like "I have a
pen, I have pineapple"

20 Shoes immune to the
tied-together-laces
prank

21 Not asea

23 ___-bouche, an hors
d'oeuvre for humans

24 Top-notch

25 Descriptor for Scotch
that doesn't make it
sound very appetizing
tbh

27 Mouse pointer that
might have been
shaped like a toaster
or an X-wing in the
2000s

31 Manage to grab

34 Mediterranean
meatspin?

36 Caption on an
Instagram story after
you dropped a
supreme pizza
face-down in the
stairwell of your fourth
floor walk-up, maybe

37 Tile layer surrounded
by all their pets?

41 1:50 or 2:50

42 Damien Rice song
hidden in this clue

43 "The Gulf War ___ Not
Take Place" (Jean
Baudrillard book with a
patently false title)

44 Grp. for Burger or
Frankfurter, once

46 Things picked up by
video game characters

49 Professor in Luigi's
Mansion (which is
lowkey a terrifying
game) who gives you a
special poltergeist
vacuum

51 Joins an e-meeting

54 Name for a sauce, or
like, a guy

57 They get stuffed at an
Italian restaurant

59 Employee-run
supermarket that
sources food from
local vendors

60 Sound added between
certain vowels, as
illustrated in 17- and
37-Across

62 Sesame Street
character who
testified in front of
Congress in 2002 to
ask that more money
be budgeted for music
education

63 "Go ahead, ask me
anything"

64 Opera that Toscanini
conducted from
memory at the age of
19

65 Disgusting food

66 Salad tossers

67 Not so much

DOWN
1 Goes (for)

2 One who might provide
a massage during
labor

3 Material for Stone
Cold's jorts

4 Channing Tatum
"romantic dance film"
franchise that grossed
over half a billion
dollars

5 Rocky period?

6 The highest form of
humor, according to
me

7 This mo.

8 "___ of Kingstown"
(show that's
apparently different
from "Mare of
Easttown")

9 Like a picturesque
view

10 "when ur leaving for
the bus but forgot u go
to ___ highschool"
*puts on 7 inch
platform rave boots*

11 Brand aptly hidden in
"animal pound"

12 Sky light

13 Sticky roll

18 Bachelor's giveaway

22 Grouchy, Brainy, Hefty,
Lazy, or Farmer

24 Bass Pro Shops
structure in Memphis

26 Banks who pretended
to faint on "America's
Next Top Model,"
scaring the hell out of
the contestants

28 Tater

29 Prefix for "shambles"
or "present"

30 Left on ___

31 These things are so
bad for society that I'm
not even going to do a
joke clue this time

32 Civil rights lawyer
Karakatsanis who
targets the bail system

33 Rock musician who
has been "a very Irish
part of our lives,"
according to Nancy
Pelosi

35 Doing the thing

38 Frozen summer treat
that activates my
lizard brain when I
taste the Red Dye 40
flavor

39 Blush

40 Bofa follower

45 What I'm not, despite
being really excited
about the new Jackass
movie

47 A___-bouche, an hors
d'oeuvre for cows

48 Account on Insta or FB

50 Name shared by
Hawaiian and
Vietnamese singers

52 "Lindsay Buckingham
Christine ___" (2017
album by two
Fleetwood Mac
singers)

53 Gets cat hair
everywhere

54 They've got A's

55 Just lie around do
nothing

56 My feeling when
everyone else is at the
ACPT :(

57 Drink wielded while
singing sea shanties

58 Accounts that are
based on the stock
market so you might
as well keep your
retirement funds in a
tube sock in the back
of your freezer

61 A cow weighs about
2/3 of this (I don't
know why I keep
writing cow clues)

Liquidation Will Nediger and meatdaddy69420
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